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General Information  
 

Please refer to the reVISION Action Grant Application Guidelines on our webpage, 
https://www.education.ne.gov/nce/revision/action-grant-2020/ for the following details:  
grant program overview, eligible recipients, priorities and preferences, use of funds, 
timelines and deadlines, application format, and application evaluation and selection 
criteria. 
 

Application Elements 
 
The following outline is provided to support applicants as they develop their applications. 
The questions below are intended to guide the applicant’s thinking, but should not be 
viewed as an exhaustive or prescriptive list for preparing the application. Feel free to 
include additional information or materials as deemed relevant for your proposed goals, 
needs, and activities. Page lengths provided after each narrative section are offered as 
suggestions, not requirements.  
 
Section 1: Application Overview (1/2-1 pages) 
 
Health Science occupations are an enormous need in the Mid-Plains Economic 
Development region in Nebraska. Two of the top ten occupations for the Mid-Plains Region 
are in Healthcare (Registered Nurses as #2 and Licensed Practical/Licensed Vocational 
Nurses as #10). Great Plains Health, one of Lincoln County’s largest employers, has pages 
and pages of unfilled healthcare positions daily. 59% of the students enrolled in Hershey 
Public Schools have aptitudes/interests in the healthcare field. Current healthcare 
professionals present at Hershey’s community engagement meeting expressed their needs 
for students to enter the healthcare workforce to fill the employment gap in the Mid-Plains 
Economic Development Region.  
 
Nationally, The National Athletic Trainers’ Association has made access to athletic trainers a 
priority for the last few years. One of the major emphasis areas is at the secondary school 
level. Many high schools have had athletic training services provided by an outside entity. 
Many schools are beginning to consider hiring their own on-staff athletic trainers.  Through 
several coaching presentations, speakers are reporting that the need for certified athletic 
trainers in attendance for all collision/contact sports games and practices will likely occur in 
the foreseeable future. Should this requirement come to pass, the need for locally based 
athletic trainers will become a necessity. To help fill the need for certified athletic trainers, 
students can begin taking preliminary classes in high school, they will be able to have 
hands-on experience in the athletic training field. Classes that require an in-depth 
knowledge of anatomy to be successful will begin to differentiate between normal and 
injured anatomy.   
 
With all this data in mind, Hershey Public Schools has revised their current Programs of 
Study to focus on Health Sciences. Each Hershey Public Schools student participating in a 
CTE program should graduate with the skills and credentials necessary to continue their 
education and find employment in high-skill, high-wage, and high-demand (H3) 
occupations.  
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Hershey Public Schools is seeking a grant through the reVISION process to advance the 
technical skills of our students; specifically in strengthening our Health Sciences curriculum 
area.  Through this process we will graduate students that are more prepared to advance 
in jobs that are high-skilled, in high-demand, and are high-wage in our local workforce in 
our region.  Hershey Public Schools understands that in order to have a successful health 
sciences program, industry-standard equipment must be purchased to offer students a 
truly hands-on and immersive health science occupation experience.  
 
Through research and healthcare professional recommendations, Hershey Public Schools 
would like to complement our newly revised health sciences program with an Anatomage 
Alpha Virtual Dissection Table. Table Alpha features full high-resolution 3D animal and real 
human anatomy (cadaver) learning cases that can be interacted via touch. By utilizing a 
touch interactive screen and sophisticated 3D anatomy visualization software, students can 
rotate the virtual body and cut in any direction. The freehand dissection tool enables 
students to make incisions in any way or shape anywhere on the cadaver and remove 
structures layer-by-layer, and structure-by-structure. The Anatomage Digital Library 
contains a plethora of human anatomy cases, including detailed regional scans, and 
interesting medical pathology cases.This will give high school students a true medical 
school level lab experience.  
 
For the first time, a real human cadaver can be engaged directly through an iPad app. The 
Anatomage company has designed a supplemental companion app to work with the 
physical Anatomage table. Even with the app, users can observe an array of human 
anatomical systems including Cardiovascular, Nervous, Skeletal, Endocrine, Reproductive 
and Skin. Users are also enabled to peel away anatomical systems layer by layer to visualize 
the deeper anatomical structures with the Volume Visibility feature. The Anatomage Table 
Companion app contains the Table’s gross anatomy data set from a full-body male Asian 
cadaver, which features more than 2,300 annotated anatomical structures that are 
intricately segmented from a fresh, non-chemically preserved corpse. Such simple yet 
detailed representation allows students to quickly reference and visualize any anatomical 
structures while reviewing anatomy concepts learned in class. 
 
The conception of this app was initially formed during the COVID-19 pandemic and the shift 
to distance learning was essential. The remote learning landscape disabled access to the 
Anatomage table, disrupting the hands-on human anatomy learning experience. Because 
of this, Hershey Public Schools would like to purchase a classroom set of Apple iPads and 
the Anatomage app. This would ensure hands-on health sciences equity to all students 
even during a global pandemic.  It would allow for students to practice their skills at home 
on their ipad and at school on the Anatomage Alpha Virtual Human Dissection Table.. 
 
Hershey Public Schools is hopeful that they can complement their newly revised Health 
Sciences program of study to encompass a truly immersive and hands-on experience 
through reVISION funding.  
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Section 2: Key Objectives (1-2 pages)  
 

Hershey Public Schools is dedicated to providing a data-driven Health Sciences 
program that aligns to the local workforce needs while providing students with 

work-based learning opportunities and systemic career development. 
 
Goal #1: Workforce Alignment. Each Hershey Public Schools student participating in a 
CTE program should graduate with the skills and credentials necessary to continue their 
education and find employment in high-skill, high-wage, and high-demand (H3) 
occupations.  
 
Locally, Great Plains Health is one of the top employers in Lincoln County. Great Plains 
Health employs roughly 1,200 persons in and around the Lincoln County area. Their 
workforce needs are climbing each day. Because of this, many positions go unfilled. The 
need for Healthcare professionals was a hot topic at our community engagement night 
between Great Plains Health, Mid-Plains Community College, area retirement communities, 
etc…  
 
According to the Nebraska Department of Economic Development (H3), Registered Nurses 
(2nd) and Licensed Practical and Licensed Vocational Nurses (10th) are just two of the top 
H3 occupations (high-skill, high-wage, high-demand) for the Mid-Plains Economic 
Development Region. It is projected that by 2026, the projected employment for Registered 
Nurses is 994 and for Licensed Practical and Licensed Vocational Nurses is 378 . These 1

staggering numbers convinced Hershey Public Schools to implement the changes 
necessary to better align with workforce needs in healthcare.  
 
Healthcare professionals are not only needed locally, but nationally as well. According to 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Therapists and Physical Therapists ranked in 
the top 25 of H3 jobs, nationally.  Occupational Therapists had an increased demand of 
32% and Physical Therapists had an increased demand of 25%.  In 2018, there was a 19% 
increase nationally in the demand for Athletic Trainers, providing 31,100 jobs across the 
nation .   2

 
Goal #2: Work-Based Learning. Work-based learning strategies connect learners with 
employers to prepare them for success in an ever-changing workplace. According to Gallup, 
business leaders value an internship or work-based learning experience more than grades 
or college major. Hershey Public Schools understands that work-based learning helps 
students: strengthen academic, technical, and career readiness (employability) skills, 
explore career options, enhance personal finance knowledge and skills, foster positive 
relationship with adults, observe all aspects of a company’s operation, and develop an 
awareness of the requirements of careers so they can effectively plan postsecondary and 
career pursuits.  
 

1 Office of Labor Market Information, Nebraska Department of Labor.  Online: http://h3.ne.gov/  - Mid-Plains 
region is selected (visited August 26, 2020) 
2 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook.  Online: 
https://www.bls.gov/ (visited July 24, 2020) 
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Our community engagement meeting showed that the majority of area employers wanted 
students to be exposed to work-based learning before entering the workforce. They 
wanted students to be well-versed in 21st century work skills (i.e. emotional intelligence, 
team player attitude, growth mindset, openness to feedback, adaptability, active listening, 
work ethic, communication, problem-solving, time management, etc..). Work-based 
learning will help enforce these skills that are being taught in the classroom at Hershey 
Public Schools.  
 
Through our strong connections with Great Plains Health, Mid-Plains Community College, 
the University of Nebraska at Kearney, and other area healthcare professionals; Hershey 
Public Schools plans to create meaningful work-based learning experiences for students 
enrolled in the Health Science Program of Study. Hershey Public Schools plans to adopt the 
Health Science sequence of CTE courses (i.e. Health Sciences I, II, and III). Students will take 
part in both job shadowing and hands-on internships as part of this program of study.  
 
Goal #3: Systemic Career Development. Each Hershey Public Schools learner deserves 
the opportunity to discover how their own skills fit into workplaces, to explore and learn 
about career options, and receive guidance in how to plan for successful transitions to their 
career. Students receive these opportunities through learning skills in a Career 
Development program which includes: 1. Self-Awareness, 2. Career Exploration, and 3. 
Career Planning.  Students should have access to a career development program 
throughout their education to prepare for enrollment in CTE and while participating in CTE 
programs. 
 
All students enrolled in Hershey Public Schools are required to take a Careers course. 
These students take part in assessments from the Nebraska Career Connections to 
discover their career interests, skills confidence, and work values. With this data, students 
are able to explore careers that are best suited for them and develop a career plan that 
assists them in tackling their career goals. This course also focuses on the 21st century 
work skills that area businesses were promoting at our community engagement night. 
 
Hershey Public Schools has committed to enhancing the quality of the health sciences 
program that has been established over the last several years.  The students will be 
expected to set up and attend job shadow days on their own. As part of this program the 
students will hear presentations from many professionals in the healthcare industry. 
Doctors, nurses, lab technicians and rehabilitation jobs will be represented.  As part of this 
expansion they will hear from nontraditional professionals.  The Hospital Chaplin, 
Information Technology, EPIC manager, which is an electronic medical record system, 
physician recruiter have all expressed an interest in being part of the guest speaker 
program.  The students will also take field trips to the University of Nebraska at Kearney. 
These field trips will include the Kinesiology and Sports Sciences department, the University 
of Nebraska Medical Center-Kearney Campus, the Health Careers Recruitment center, the 
UNK Health Career Fair and the UNMC “BackStage Pass” program. The school is in the 
process of writing a grant to cover expenses for an excursion to “The Bodies” resident show 
in the Luxor Hotel in Las Vegas.  All of the trips will help develop the students’ 
understanding of the professions available in healthcare.   
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Hershey Public Schools is in the process of creating a local chapter of the Health 
Occupations Students Association (HOSA).  The students will be able to meet, network and 
communicate with other students through the region, state and United States.  Part of the 
HOSA mission is to provide real-life experiences. Opportunities for the students to 
participate in competitions, conventions and education sessions will be available.   
 
Not only are students exposed to the Nebraska Career Connections assessments, but also 
9-12 students are also required to take the YouScience assessment. YouScience measures 
students' actual aptitude and connects their natural talent with in-demand occupations. 
YouScience knocks out social noise and gender biases to match students with their best-fit 
careers. YouScience data and Nebraska Career Connections data is used to help build 
individualized learning plans for students.  
 
The data from the YouScience and Nebraska Career Connections assessments, showed 
that 59% of 9-12 students had Health Sciences related careers in their top career options. 
This supports the data coming from H3, community engagement, and the state of 
Nebraska in the need for students in careers of Health Science.    
 
We are confident that our systemic career development for all students at Hershey Public 
Schools will ensure all students are successful transitioning into postsecondary education 
and Nebraska’s workforce. 
 
Summary: Hershey Public Schools has evaluated and analyzed Perkins V strategic 
priorities, community engagement data, H3 workforce needs, student aptitudes/interest 
data. Through this process we have made changes to our Career and Technical Education 
programming to help our students better transition into the health sciences field. Because 
of this new programming, we understand that our current equipment is not considered 
industry-standard. Through our research and recommendations from area healthcare 
professionals, we believe we are asking for the correct equipment to create a more robust 
healthcare program of study.  
 
Section 3: Project Activities (varies) 

Project #1. The primary item to be purchased is the Anatomage Alpha Virtual Human 
Dissection Table.  The table will be used for all of the Health Sciences classes being offered 
at Hershey High School.  The immediate applications for the Health Sciences classes will 
provide the ability to show potential injury locations and mechanisms of injury. This will be 
an important learning tool for the Foundations of Athletic Training.  The Genetics classes 
will gain direct exposure to the systems that may be involved in disease processes.  Medical 
Terminology classes will benefit from being able to see the relevant systems being studied 
in the section provided through the table.   

Based on our reVISION data, we know that Hershey Public Schools must create a robust 
Health Sciences program to meet our student’s aptitudes and strengths, help feed into our 
Mid-Plains workforce needs, and create ample opportunities for student’s career 
development. According to our Mid-Plains H3 data, Registered Nurses and Licensed 
Practical and Licensed Vocational Nurses are the classified in the top 10 hottest jobs for the 
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Mid-Plains region. We also know that our student population at Hershey Public Schools has 
the aptitudes and strengths for health sciences occupations. The data from the YouScience 
and Nebraska Career Connections assessments, showed that 59% of 9-12 students had 
Health Sciences related careers in their top career options.  Lastly, our community 
engagement night data showed that they wanted employees with exposure to work based 
learning.  

The Anatomage Alpha Virtual Human Dissection Table will help create this robust Health 
Sciences program that Hershey Public Schools is striving for. By giving students an 
opportunity to manipulate a real human cadaver via the Anatomage Alpha Virtual Human 
Dissection Table, students will gain a true medical school level lab experience. By providing 
this experience, students will feel more confident entering the health sciences field after 
graduating from Hershey Public Schools. This will help feed into our Mid-Plains workforce 
needs, create an opportunity for students to experience fields they excel in (based on 
YouScience and Nebraska Career Connections), and provide students with true healthcare 
work experiences through the Dissection Table. 

Hershey Public Schools will fiscally prepare for updates and repairs to The Anatomage 
Alpha Virtual Human Dissection Table. Our school district has already purchased 
curriculum materials that will assist students in the discovery of health science 
occupations. 

Project #2. Next, the classroom set of iPads and The Anatomage Table Companion App. 
Even with the app, users can observe an array of human anatomical systems including 
Cardiovascular, Nervous, Skeletal, Endocrine, Reproductive and Skin. Users are also 
enabled to peel away anatomical systems layer by layer to visualize the deeper anatomical 
structures with the Volume Visibility feature.   

Hershey Public Schools is aware of the current climate regarding the possibility of remote 
learning. Though remote learning is a great alternative during a global pandemic, Hershey 
Public Schools does not want our students to miss out on the immersive learning 
experiences that happen in our classrooms daily. These iPads and companion apps would 
ensure hands-on health sciences equity to all students even during a global pandemic.  

By purchasing the iPads and The Anatomage Table Companion App, Hershey Public 
Schools will meet our student’s aptitudes and strengths, help feed into our Mid-Plains 
workforce needs, and create ample opportunities for student’s career development even 
during a global pandemic or when students have to be absent from school for an extended 
period of time. Hershey Public Schools is dedicated to closing the workforce needs gap in 
the Mid-Plains region, allowing students an opportunity to experience a field in their 
strength and aptitude, and help create work based learning environments for all students 
enrolled at Hershey Public Schools. 

Hershey Public Schools will fiscally prepare for the updates and repairs for the iPads and 
The Anatomage Table Companion App. We know that in order for our program to be 
sustained, Hershey Public Schools will have to budget the necessary funds to help the 
program evolve and grow. 
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Project #3. Hershey Public Schools plans to create a new CTSO (Career & Technical Student 
Organization, HOSA (Future Health Professionals of Nebraska). HOSA's two-fold mission is 
to promote career opportunities in the healthcare industry and to enhance the delivery of 
quality health care to all people. Through HOSA students at Hershey will be able to 
compete in national competitions with other students from schools utilizing an Anatomage 
table. 

By leveraging HOSA, students will be able to compete in tournaments nationally and 
state-wide through Anatomage’s competition platform. At the Anatomy Tournament, 
students are encouraged to utilize virtual technology to identify complicated anatomical 
structures. Not only does the event celebrate teamwork and collaborations among 
students, but it also signifies the importance of technology in science education. These 
competitions can be done completely on a virtual platform utilizing the Anatomage table.   

HOSA is a powerful instructional tool that works best when it is integrated into the HSE 
and health science related curriculum and classroom. HSE instructors are committed to the 
development of the total person. Those who join the HSE-HOSA Partnership recognize the 
importance of providing students with training far beyond the basic technical skills needed 
for entry into the healthcare field. The rapidly changing health care system needs 
dedicated workers who, in addition to their technical skills, are people-oriented and 
capable of playing a leadership or followership role as a member of a healthcare team. 
Hershey Public Schools is confident that HOSA will help meet our student’s aptitudes and 
strengths, help feed into our Mid-Plains workforce needs, and create ample opportunities 
for student’s career development. 

Hershey Public Schools has seen great growth in the students that are involved in CTSO’s 
(FBLA & SkillsUSA) and we want to continue offering these opportunities to our students. 
The administration at Hershey Public Schools will fiscally jump-start this new program for 
our students. 

Project #4. Hershey Public Schools values continued professional development for all 
teachers employed. The administration at Hershey Public Schools understands that 
industry trends are constantly changing and that our CTE educators must be kept 
up-to-date. Hershey Public Schools plans to send our Health Sciences teacher to the 
Anatomage Table Users Group Conference.  This will provide training and networking 
opportunities for our instructor.  At the training our instructor will have the opportunity to 
attend training sessions to stay up to date on 3D anatomy technology.  The interactive 
workshop will help deliver insight into how to leverage classroom curriculum while using 
the Anatomage table.   

The University of Nebraska Medical Center utilizes The Anatomage Alpha Virtual Human 
Dissection Table for many of their course offerings. Hershey Public Schools has reached 
out to UNMC and they eagerly agreed to provide technical support and training for our 
Health Sciences teacher. 

Up-to-date training will ensure that Hershey Public School students are receiving the latest 
instruction in health sciences. These professional development opportunities will help 
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meet our student’s aptitudes and strengths, help feed into our Mid-Plains workforce needs, 
and create ample opportunities for student’s career development. 

Hershey Public Schools will continue to fiscally support all teachers in continued 
professional development in their area of expertise. 

2. Describe how you will evaluate whether or not your activities will have contributed to your 
overall goals using these grant funds. What indicators will be examined? What data will be 
collected? How will these data and results be used to enhance or refine your goals and your 
overall CTE system?   
 
Evaluation is essential to the success of our health sciences program. To measure 
outcomes, we will gather data from the senior exit surveys, student surveys and enrollment 
numbers in our health sciences program of current and past students.  Hershey Public 
Schools will want to ensure that what we are offering in our Program of Study is setting our 
students up for success with the skills and credentials necessary to continue their 
education and find employment in high-skill, high-wage, and high-demand (H3) 
occupations.  

Hershey Public Schools will leverage partnerships with Mid-Plains Community College, The 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, The University of Nebraska - Medical Center, and 
Chadron State College. Hershey will evaluate potential future partnerships. As our program 
grows, we will want to continue to grow our partnerships and sustain the current 
partnerships. Hershey Public School’s goal will be to attempt to align with the prerequisite 
classes for their medical programs.  This will ensure that every student involved in our 
Program of Study is on the right track after graduation. 

As a new program, we will want to ensure that the Nebraska State Standards are being 
taught within our new programs of study and new courses. By doing this, students will 
transition from the introduction to the intermediate and the intermediate to capstone 
course more smoothly.  

The following standards/benchmarks will be taught for Health Sciences I: 

- Standard 1. Students will explore the history of healthcare and pathways of health 
careers. (Benchmarks 1.1 - 1.4) 

- Standard 2. Students will differentiate between legal and ethical standards of health 
care. (Benchmarks 2.1 - 2.2) 

- Standard 3. Students will develop the various methods of giving and obtaining 
information including oral and written (Benchmarks 3.1 - 3.3) 

- Standard 4. Students will understand the roles and responsibilities of individual 
members of an effective team (Benchmarks 4.1) 

- Standard 5. Students will understand existing and potential safety hazards in the 
health care setting (Benchmarks 5.1 - 5.2) 

- Standard 6. Students will demonstrate technical skills in health professions 
(Benchmarks 6.1 - 6.2) 
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The following standards/benchmarks will be taught for Health Sciences II: 

- Standard 1. Students will explore and experience the wide variety of Health 
Professions (Benchmarks 1.1 - 1.2) 

- Standard 2. Students will understand health literacy. (Benchmarks 2.1 - 2.2) 
- Standard 3. Students will survey basic human structure and function and disease 

processes (Benchmark 3.1 - 3.5) 
- Standard 4. Students will assess basic first aid situations. (Benchmarks 4.1 - 4.3) 
- Standard 5. Students will analyze and evaluate legal and ethical issues in healthcare 

(Benchmarks 5.1 - 5.3) 

The following standards/benchmarks will be taught for Medical Terminology: 

- Standard 1. Students will define medical terms (Benchmarks 1.1 - 1.3) 
- Standard 2. Students will interpret and apply medical abbreviations (Benchmarks 

2.1 - 2.3) 
- Standard 3. Students will define anatomical terms (Benchmarks 3.1 - 3.4) 
- Standard 4. Students will identify, articulate, interpret and accurately spell medical 

terms related to the anatomy and physiology of body systems (Benchmarks 4.1 - 
4.2) 

- Standard 5. Students will understand medical terms related to pathology, surgical, 
and diagnostic procedures (Benchmarks (5.1) 

As our program continues to grow, we will ensure that every student leaving that program 
of study will have adequate hours in work-based learning. We understand that many 
students leave high school without knowledge of what they want to do professionally. It is 
our goal at Hershey Public Schools to ensure that every student walks out our doors with a 
goal and a plan to tackle that goal.  

3. Describe how the activities will be sustained beyond the grant period. What local contributions 
will be provided to ensure the efforts made will maintain momentum? Be explicit. If grant funds 
are not available in future years, how will your goals/activities continue to be addressed? 
 
Through our partnerships, we will ensure that our program continues to grow. Many 
post-secondary institutions have already offered professional development opportunities 
to help with our program. The University of Nebraska - Medical Center utilizes this table for 
their programming. The UNMC staff has cordially offered additional training to help offset 
costs for us in the future.  
 
Hershey Public Schools will fiscally prepare for updates to the Apple iPads, Anatomage 
Alpha Virtual Dissection Table, Anatomage App, additional health sciences training, and 
equipment for our program. 
 
Hershey Public Schools understands the value of health sciences in the Mid-Plains 
Economic Development Region and will be paying for the salary and benefits for the 
instructor for the Health Sciences courses. Hershey Public Schools will also contribute 
in-kind for training, software and materials needed for this project to be successful.   Dr. 
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Doug Long is a long time previous certified and licensed athletic trainer who is transitioning 
into the teaching profession. Hershey Public Schools could not be more excited about this 
hire and is looking forward to the opportunities it will present to Hershey students. This 
project may also be a catalyst for retired medical professionals to enter the K-12 education 
field in Nebraska, which would help Nebraska schools with shortages of teachers in the 
health science fields. 
 
Section 4: Commitment & Capacity (1 page)   
The Perkins V reVISION grant leadership team will consist of: 

● Ms. Jane Davis (Hershey Public Schools Superintendent): Fiscal leadership and 
curriculum development oversight.  

● Mr. Jeff Steinbeck (Hershey High School 7-12 Principal): Curriculum development,  
● Dr Doug Long: (Hershey High School Athletic Trainer, Health Sciences/Careers 

Teacher): Curriculum, class instruction, field experience/observation/visitation and 
experiences, Health Occupation Students Association advisor and practicum 
supervision. 

Advisory Council members may include:   
● Brett Julius, Hershey School Guidance Counselor 
● Trey Johnson DPT, PT, Great Plains Health 
● Dr Kazuma Akehi, UNK Athletic Training Program Director 
● Megan Timmerman (UNMC Clinical Education Coordinator,  Medical Nutrition 

Education Division 
● Kevin Howard: UNK Health Careers Department  
● Tanya Custer, UNMC Associate Professor, Distance Education Director 
● Kayla Thurman and Paul Knopik, MPCC Health Careers Academy 

 
Health Careers have been identified as an interest for 59% of the student population at 
Hershey Public Schools. As the Health Careers program grows, the students will have an 
enhanced knowledge of the requirements of healthcare professions.  Job statistics indicate 
that the need for healthcare is going to increase over the next several years.  The growth of 
the knowledge base that is available at the high school level will allow students to be more 
successful in college and professional schools.  One of the main goals of the activity is to 
have an increase in admissions of our students into the H3 healthcare professional 
programs they choose. The two governing bodies will ensure grant funds will meet the 
goals by monitoring and developing curricular activities, field experiences/observations and 
in-school events. 

Other goals for the program could include interdisciplinary activities. Since the primary 
item to be purchased is The Anatomage Virtual Human Dissection Table.  The table will be 
invaluable for all of the classes being offered at Hershey High School.  Immediate 
applications for our Health Sciences courses are outwardly apparent.  The ability to show 
potential injury locations and mechanisms of injury will be very important for Foundations 
of Athletic Training.  Genetics classes will gain direct exposure to the systems that may be 
involved in disease processes.  Medical Terminology classes will benefit from being able to 
see the relevant systems being studied in the section. Experience gained using the 
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Anatomage table will give students great background knowledge for their college 
coursework.   

Partnerships with Mid-Plains Community College, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
University of Nebraska - Medical Center, and Chadron State College will be established.  We 
will attempt to align with the prerequisite classes for their medical programs. Partnerships 
with the higher education staff will allow for open communication.  We will be better able 
to understand the prerequisites, admission requirements and admission process that the 
students will need to be successful in the college environment.  The partnerships may also 
allow for early contact with the college staff, professors and current college students, as 
potential mentors. 

Hiring experienced staff and acquisition of The Anatomage Table will secure the 
cornerstone of the program for several years.  The table will greatly facilitate the students’ 
learning and understanding of the relationships of anatomical structures.  We will be one 
of three high schools in the state with such a virtual display.  
 
Section 5: Budget Proposal  

 
 

Appendix A 
Budget Templates  

 
There are two budget worksheets that must be completed, an (1) Activity Budget and a (2) 
Budget Summary. Each individual activity should have an associated Activity Budget. Indicate 
the activity number. In addition, a comprehensive grant application Budget Summary should 
also be completed. See templates below. Add/remove rows and activity numbers as 
needed. Please refer to the “Financial Guide” tab of the Perkins Management Guide for 
budget category descriptions and object codes. 
 
Activity Budget Template 
Complete an Activity Budget for each proposed activity in your application. Be specific when 
identifying the expenditures. Add/remove rows as needed.  
 

Activity Budget: Activity # _1___ 
Expenditure  Unit Cost  Total 

Salaries – Specified by Position (Object Code 100) 
Employ Dr. Doug Long certified athletic trainer/K-12 certified 
instructor  

74,539 
(in-kind) 

74,539 
(in-kind) 

     
     

Subtotal  74,539 
(in-kind) 

Employee Benefits – Specified by Position (Object Code 200)      
Health Insurance   22,919 

(in-kind) 
 22,919 
(in-kind) 

FICA  5,664 
(in-kind) 

   5,664 
(in-kind) 
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Retirement  $7,304 
(in-kind) 

 7,304 
(in-kind) 

Subtotal  35,887 
(in-kind) 

Professional & Technical Services – (Object Code 300) 

Subtotal 
Other Purchased Professional Services – (Object Code 400/500) 

Subtotal 
Supplies— including Operational Equipment - (Object Code 600) 

Subtotal 
Capital Assets– (Object Code 700) 
Anatomage Alpha Virtual Human Dissection Table  $80,000  $80,000 

Which is Convertible and is  81", life sized, can stand vertically & 
horizontally 

Subtotal  $80,000 
ACTIVITY TOTAL  $80,000 

$110,427 
(in-kind) 

Activity Budget: Activity # _2__ 
Expenditure  Unit Cost  Total 

Salaries – Specified by Position (Object Code 100) 

Subtotal 
Employee Benefits – Specified by Position (Object Code 200)
 

 

  
 

Subtotal   

Professional & Technical Services – (Object Code 300) 
Subtotal 

Other Purchased Professional Services – (Object Code 400/500) 
Subtotal 

Supplies— including Operational Equipment - (Object Code 600) 
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Anatomage ebook licenses for remote learning capabilities and 
assignments outside of the classroom.  25 @ 95 

$95 
(in-kind) 

$2,375 
(in-kind) 

Ipads for ebook   25  @1099 each  $1,099  $20,000 
$7,475 
(in-kind) 

Subtotal  $20,000 
$9,850 
(in-kind) 

Capital Assets– (Object Code 700) 

Subtotal 
ACTIVITY TOTAL  $20,000 

$9,850 
(in-kind) 

Activity Budget: Activity # _3__ 
Expenditure  Unit Cost  Total 

Salaries – Specified by Position (Object Code 100) 

Subtotal 

Employee Benefits – Specified by Position (Object Code 200)

Subtotal 

Professional & Technical Services – (Object Code 300) 

Create a new CTSO (Career & Technical Student Organization, 
HOSA (Future Health Professionals of Nebraska). HOSA's 
two-fold mission is to promote career opportunities in the 
healthcare industry and to enhance the delivery of quality 
health care to all people. Through HOSA students at Hershey 
will be able to compete in national competitions with other 
students from schools utilizing an Anatomage table. 

Costs include: State and National Membership fees. 
Registration for state conference, travel to state leadership 
conference in Omaha at UNMC 

$4,000 
(in-kind) 

$4,000 
(in-kind) 

Subtotal  $4,000 
(in-kind) 

Other Purchased Professional Services – (Object Code 400/500) 
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Subtotal 
Supplies— including Operational Equipment - (Object Code 600) 

Subtotal 
Capital Assets– (Object Code 700) 

Subtotal 
ACTIVITY TOTAL  $4,000 

(in-kind) 

Activity Budget: Activity # _4___ 
Expenditure  Unit Cost  Total 

Salaries – Specified by Position (Object Code 100) 

Subtotal 
Employee Benefits – Specified by Position (Object Code 200)

 

Subtotal 

Professional & Technical Services – (Object Code 300) 
Dr. Doug Long will attend the Nebraska State Athletic Trainers’ 
Association Summer Education Conference, Mid-America Athletic 
Trainers’ Association’s Annual Spring Symposium and the  National 
Athletic Trainers’ Association’s Annual Symposium and Exposition 
and the Nebraska State CTE conference and attend the Anatomage 
Table Users Group Conference.  Amount includes Travel, room and 
board 

$8,000 
(In-kind) 

$8,000 
(in-kind) 

Subtotal  $8,000 
(in-kind) 

Other Purchased Professional Services – (Object Code 400/500) 

Subtotal 
Supplies— including Operational Equipment - (Object Code 600) 

Subtotal 
Capital Assets– (Object Code 700) 

Subtotal 
ACTIVITY TOTAL  (8,000) 

(in-kind) 
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Budget Summary Template 
Complete one Budget Summary once all Activity Budgets are complete. Indicate the cost 
for each associated activity based on the type of expenditure. Add all activity totals for one 
grand total. This total should represent the full amount being requested in the grant 
application (not to exceed $100,000). Add/remove rows as needed.  
 
 

Budget Summary  
 

    Budget Summary 
Grant 
funds  In-Kind 

           

Salaries      

  Activity 1 
Employ Dr. Doug Long certified athletic 
trainer/K-12 certified instructor       $74,539 

       

Employee Benefits      

  Activity 1 Health/Retirement/FICA      $35,887 

Professional & Technical Services       

          

  Activity 3 

Create a new CTSO (Career & Technical 
Student Organization, HOSA (Future 
Health Professionals of Nebraska). HOSA's 
two-fold mission is to promote career 
opportunities in the healthcare industry 
and to enhance the delivery of quality 
health care to all people. Through HOSA 
students at Hershey will be able to 
compete in national competitions with 
other students from schools utilizing an 
Anatomage table. 

    $4,000 

  Activity 4 

Dr. Doug Long will attend the Nebraska 
State Athletic Trainers’ Association 
Summer Education Conference, 
Mid-America Athletic Trainers’ 
Association’s Annual Spring Symposium      $8,000 
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and the  National  Athletic Trainers’ 
Association’s Annual Symposium and 
Exposition and the Nebraska State CTE 
conference.  Amount includes Travel, 
room and board.   

Other Purchased Services      

Supplies & Materials/Operational Equipment      

  Activity 2 
Ipads for ebook   25  @$1,099 each 

$20,000 $7,475 

   

Anatomage ebook licenses for remote 
learning capabilities and assignments 
outside of the classroom.  25 @$ 95   $2,375 

    Subtotal   

Capital Assets      

  Activity 1 

Anatomage Alpha Virtual Human 
Dissection Table 

Which is Convertible and is  81", life sized, 
can stand vertically & horizontally     $80,000   

        

    Grand Total $100,000 $132,276 

   

In-Kind funds will be paid for 
through General Fund Property Tax 
receipts and receipts from the John 
Applegate Grant Fund 
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Section 6: Supplemental Documents  
 

Appendix B 
Letters of Support 

 
 
 
 

1. Dr. Kazuma Akehi, UNK - Director of Athletic Training Education Program 
2. Kristal Kuhnel, CSC- Director of Health Professions 
3. Jeff Kautz, Great Plains Health Sports & Therapy Center 
4. Peggy Abels, UNK - Director of Health Science 
5. Ryan Purdy, Mid-Plains Community College 
6. Trey Johnson, Great Plains Health Sports & Therapy Center 
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Kinesiology and Sport Sciences
1410 W 26th Street, Cushing 129  |  Kearney, NE 68849  |  308.865.8331  |  fax 308.865.8073
unk.edu

 

June 30, 2020 
 
 
Mrs. Jane Davis, Superintendent 
Hershey Public Schools 
PO Box 369 
301 South Lincoln Street 
Hershey, NE 69143 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
 I am pleased to write this letter of support for the Hershey Public School project, reVISION 
Action Grant proposal. Their proposal, especially for the Anatomage Virtual Anatomy Table, will make 
a great impact on career exploration and readiness for younger students. 
 As a college professor at the University of Nebraska at Kearney, I recognize the importance of 
technical education and career development and exploration in the rural community and districts, 
especially those who are interested in the professional career.  The Anatomage Virtual Anatomy Table is 
one of the most technical and advanced learning tools to study human anatomy. The same equipment 
has been utilized in the University of Nebraska Medical Center – Kearney for their professional courses 
as well. Making such equipment available for young students would provide great impacts on their 
career and the technology would provide great hands-on learning opportunities for those young students.  
 Learning human anatomy like bones and muscles via textbooks seems easy. However, it is much 
complicated and the students never “truly” learn until they actually see the body using cadavers or real 
patients in the clinic or hospital. The Anatomage Virtual Anatomy Table will allow students to learn 
such complicated structure in 3D format and provide very clear and detailed views on each structure. 
 It appears to me that the reVISION mission and Hershey Public School project mission fit 
seamlessly. Innovating such technology will impact the rural community and their education for their 
future career. I am very excited about their school project and providing better and higher quality of 
education in Nebraska.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Kazuma Akehi, Ph.D., LAT, ATC 
Associate Professor/Program Director 
Athletic Training Education Program 
University of Nebraska at Kearney 
1410 W 26th St, Cushing 164 
Kearney, NE 68845 
308-865-8600 





 

 

6/25/2020 

 

Jeff Kautz PT, ATC, COMT, CSCS 

Great Plains Health Sports and Therapy Center 

1115 South Cottonwood 

North Platte, NE 69101 

 

To whom it may concern: 

It is my pleasure to write a letter of support for the Educational Service Unit #16 reVISION proposal.  I 

believe this proposal will contribute to the improved quality of student education and improve access to 

health care for this region in years to come. 

I grew up in rural Nebraska and now work here.  I now understand how important quality education is to 

our area.  I had many opportunities as a child to attend supplemental educational opportunities.  This 

was largely due to the involvement of my parents.  I believe the opportunities I was given directly 

resulted in my love for education and learning.  It was this passion that propelled me through my 

undergraduate and medical training.  I now have the privilege of serving my home town and providing 

healthcare to friends and family. 

The outlook for access to healthcare, particularly in rural areas, is bleak.  Based on current trends, we 

will be quite short in the number of healthcare providers in our area.  I believe we have the opportunity 

to create curiosity in our current students that will eventually lead them to pursuing careers in health 

care related fields.  These students give us the best opportunity to hire clinicians to serve our local 

communities. 

I’m sure there are many other reasons this proposal will benefit our area, but providing quality 

educational opportunities that may lead to local students returning as healthcare providers stands out 

to me as a worthy cause that may pay dividends for years to come. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Jeff Kautz PT, ATC, COMT, CSCS 

Great Plains Health 



 

Bruner Hall of Science 170 / Kearney, NE 68849-1130 

(308) 865-8260 / FAX (308) 865-8942 / unk.edu 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Health Science Programs 

 

 

 
August 3, 2020 
 
 
Dear Grant Review Committee: 
 
I am writing this letter in support of the Education Service Unit #16 and Hershey Public School’s application for 
a Carl Perkins reVISION grant.  As the Director of Health Sciences at the University of Nebraska at Kearney, I am 
fully aware of the need to provide career exploration opportunities for the rural high schools across our state.   
Nebraska is facing a significant shortage of health care providers in our rural areas.  At UNK, we have re-
focused our efforts in recent years to promote health professions to the students in our region and develop 
additional rural health initiatives. The educational research shows that early exposure to career opportunities 
is critical in developing our healthcare workforce. 
 
We were excited to learn that Hershey Public Schools and ESU #16 are working together to enhance these 
opportunities for their students.  The proposed consortium will allow teachers and school systems the ability 
to network with businesses, industries, higher education institutions and other stakeholders to create career 
education opportunities for rural students.  This grant would allow them to introduce students to anatomy, 
physiology, pathology, and other health related topics at the high school level through innovative technology 
and other resources.  An Anatomage table is one such example.  I have had experience working with an 
Anatomage table and I can attest to the interest it generates in students.  It allows them a hands-on 
experience and an opportunity to really explore the human body as well as connect anatomy and physiology to 
human disease.  When working with students at the University level, many will attest to becoming interested 
in healthcare professions through these types of experiences. 
 
The success of rural health initiatives at the University of Nebraska at Kearney relies on a pipeline of high 
school students that enter college interested in healthcare.   In order to impact the rural healthcare shortage 
and make a positive difference in our state, it is important that we work together to generate interest and 
career awareness in students at an early age and support them through their educational journey.  Therefore, I 
applaud the efforts of ESU #16 and Hershey Public Schools and strongly support this grant application.  
 
We hope to work with students at the University in the future that were beneficiaries of these efforts.  Please 
feel free to contact me at (308) 865-8261 if you have any further questions.  Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Peggy Abels 
Director of Health Sciences 
University of Nebraska at Kearney  



  

Mid-Plains Community College                      McCook Community College 
601 West State Farm Road                                            North Platte Community College 
North Platte, NE   69101                  Broken Bow, Imperial, Ogallala, and 
308-535-3720                       Valentine Extended Campuses 
800-658-4308 Ext. 3720 
 

 

July 1, 2020 
 
 
Mrs. Jane Davis, Superintendent  
Hershey Public Schools  
PO Box 369  
301 South Lincoln Street  
Hershey, Nebraska 69143  
 

To Whom It May Concern,  

I write this letter in support of Hershey Public School’s reVISION grant application to purchase 
an Anatomage virtual anatomy table.   

This equipment will have a significant impact on students by providing an opportunity for career 
exploration and readiness for students in our rural area. The increased anatomical knowledge 
may encourage students to enroll in health science programs or courses which lead to H3 
careers or other general academic courses at Mid-Plains Community College or other 
institutions of higher education.  

Mid-Plains Community College continues to have a close working relationship with all of our 
area high schools.  As you know, in addition to early entry and dual credit opportunities for 
students, we provide many services including expanding your horizons and career exploration 
events, testing, and hosting for many student organizations and athletic competitions.    

As we experience, providing essential career and technical education opportunities for students 
is difficult in our small and rural districts. By working together with the secondary schools in our 
areas, we are able to provide expanded opportunities that would not be possible and this 
equipment will help provide additional opportunities.  

We look forward to continuing our partnership with Hershey Public Schools and assisting in 
providing robust opportunities for students in our region to succeed.   

Sincerely, 

 

Ryan Purdy 
President 





Appendix C 
Supplemental Documents 

 
1.  Anatomage Table Brochure 
2. Anatomage eBook Brochure 
3. Article on Dr. Doug Long 
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The Anatomage Table is the most technologically advanced virtual 
dissection table for anatomy education. The Table's life-sized display, clinical 
content, and renowned imaging software separates the Table from any 
other anatomy education tool on the market.

ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL TOOL

The accuracy of real human anatomy and quantity of clinical cases are 
unique aspects of the Anatomage Table. The Table includes ultra-high 
quality (UHQ) visualization  for students to view photorealistic anatomical 
structures. Research has proven that working with the Table improves 
student retention and test scores.

TECHNICAL SHOWCASE

The Anatomage Table features highly advanced technology that draws 
attention from visitors as well as students and faculty. The Table will quickly 
become the technological centerpiece at your institution that sets you apart 
from other institutes.

CLINICAL CARE REVIEW

Beyond anatomy education, the Table's application extends to clinical 
planning and consultation. The Anatomage Table is FDA cleared for use 
in assisting medical diagnosis. It can be utilized as a powerful radiology 
workstation and as a valuable tool for surgical case review, patient 
consultation, and medical research. 

COST REDUCTION

Unlike cadavers, the Anatomage Table does not require ventilation 
infrastructure, embalming equipment, personnel, or storage. The contents 
are reusable, so there are no recurring acquisition costs. The product will 
save significant costs over the long term.

CLEAN & SAFE

The Anatomage Table offers a higjh-quality lab experience without any 
chemicals. There are no possibilities of leaks, no environmental concerns, 
and no additional ventilation requirements. The product provides headache 
free lab sessions.

WHY THE ANATOMAGE TABLE?
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““For surgeons, residents, fellows, and every level of education it 
is a new opportunity to be able to learn anatomy in a different 
manner that’s very, very efficient.”

– David Thiel, M.D., Associate Professor of Urology 
Mayo Clinic, Florida

Chemical Free

No Special Facility

No Restrictions

Unlimited Cases

Minimal Recurring Costs

Real Human Anatomy

Unlimited Cutting

Life Size

Updates & Support

CadaversModels TABLE 6
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APPLICATIONS
LECTURE

The Table can be used during lectures since it can 
connect to projectors. Instructors can create and 
demonstrate procedural material, making lectures 
more dynamic and engaging. Screen captures and 
video clips can be easily saved and shared with 
students as review material. Running a full lecture 
with the Table turns a traditional, difficult class into an 
exciting, highly interactive one.

FULL LAB REPLACEMENT

The Anatomage Table is sufficient to cover the full 
anatomy class. High accuracy and rich contents offer 
an excellent replacement to traditional cadaver-based 
dissection.  The Table simplifies complex anatomical 
information to increase subject retention and ease the 
learning process. Since the data preserves the real-life 
patient color and shape, the Table is more effective 
than embalmed cadavers.

VIRTUAL MEDICAL LAB

The Anatomage Table can be used in conjunction with 
existing cadaver dissections. Each of the 4 cadavers is 
segmented with high accuracy and have been preserved 
with their individual pathological details. Our cadavers 
can be sliced multiple times in any orientation and each 
anatomical structure can be separated and reviewed in-
dividually. Student assessment and curriculum creation 
are easily accomplished through the use of the Anatom-
age Table.

CLINICAL CASE REVIEW

Utilizing the Anatomage Table, real patient clinical cases 
can be reviewed and rendered in full 3D and associ-
ated 2D slicing. Through the Table's clinical case library, 
users can compare healthy and unhealthy structures, 
view structural relationships, and visualize rare and 
unique pathologies. Students have the opportunity 
to dissect reconstructions and cross-sectional planes 
of clinical cases. Students can review in collaborative 
groups to perform dissections and answer questions.
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PRE-SURGICAL PLANNING DEVICE

A strong pathological and procedural training tool, the 
Anatomage Table's features are derived from an FDA 
cleared surgical planning software that merges actual 
3D devices onto a patient image. This allows for the 
simulation of the device interacting with the medical 
image. This feature also allows for a new kind of medi-
cal device training without relying on animals or physi-
cal specimens.

PATIENT CONSULTATION

Visualization and comprehension of clinical procedures 
is easier for patients when viewing their anatomy in 
3D color as opposed to 2D black and white slices. With 
this technologically impressive visual consultation, the 
patient's visit will be much more effective.

FORENSIC & VIRTUAL AUTOPSY

CT scanning is increasingly popular in the field of 
forensics and archaeology. The Anatomage Table had 
a crucial role in the historical investigation of Pharaoh 
Tutankhamun’s cause of death, documented by Fuji 
TV and PBS in August 2012, and by STV and BBC in 
October 2014. The Table’s forensic autopsy applications 
were also positively reviewed in a 2013 Scientific 
American article.

VETERINARY USAGE

The Table is an ideal instrument for veterinary 
professionals. Compare the anatomy of different 
animals for education or research, load your own 
veterinary scans for instruction or case planning, and 
study animal anatomy.
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GROSS ANATOMY CONTENTS

The Table contains both life-sized male and female gross 
anatomy. Including multiple full-body cadavers ensures 
that students are exposed to anatomical variations. 
External and internal anatomy is volumetrically 
displayed from head to toe and includes thousands 
of annotated structures. The images are created by 
digitally tracing real non-chemically treated cadavers. 
The color and shape of the cadavers are preserved to 
accurately depict real anatomy. 

The virtual body can be cut layer-by-layer and users 
can make certain structures transparent to view 
surrounding anatomy. Students can clearly visualize 
cardiovascular, nervous, and muscular structures. 
Additionally, blood flow can be vividly animated for any 
artery or vein in the cadavers.

REGIONAL ANATOMY CONTENTS

The Table includes high-resolution 3D regional anatomy 
up to 0.2mm. The regional scans cover the entire body 
and allow for students to visualize detailed structures 
such as nerves or blood vessels that are difficult to see 
by any other means. 

Users are provided with an in-depth view of major 
structures in the body such as the heart, lungs, 
abdomen, and pelvis that might be difficult to see on 
a full body cadaver. The Table's features allow users 
to easily toggle systems on and off to view specific 
anatomical structures. The structures can be rotated or 
zoomed in on for detailed 3D visualization of the body's 
regional anatomy.

CONTENTS
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HISTOLOGY SCANS

The image library includes a variety of microscopic 
histology scans. Students can examine microscopic tissue 
structures and cell-specific biomarkers from a collection 
of accurately stained digital scans. The cell and tissue 
scans include healthy and abnormal clinical cases from 
across the body. Viewing histology cases offers students 
a well-rounded study of anatomy and pathology.  

PROSECTIONS

The Table provides medical school-level anatomy 
content with access to 60 photorealistic prosections. 
The Table contains a wide range of 3D cadaver 
prosections highlighting images from various regions 
of human anatomy and case examples for normal and 
pathological tissue. 
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FEATURES
INTERACTIVE DISSECTION 

The Table offers unique interactive 
dissection tools with thousands of 
anatomical structures segmented 
and annotated for both male 
and female cadavers. With the 
touchscreen, users can rotate 
structures, make multiple cuts, 
and undo any cut instantly. Any 
anatomical structure or system can 
be easily identified.

BLOOD-FLOW SIMULATION

The Table highlights the movement 
of blood throughout the human 
body. With the touchscreen, users 
can select any artery or vein and 
visualize blood flow toward or 
away from the heart. The selected 
pathway can be quickly annotated 
and colored to emphasize the 
anatomical structures involved. 

VIRTUAL ARTHROSCOPY 

The Table simulates an arthroscopic 
procedure by visualizing anatomy 
within any joint of the cadaver. 
During this visualization, users 
can easily identify and further 
dissect any structure. The virtual 
arthroscopy reinforces 3D spatial 
relationships and is an effective tool 
for medical training. 

FLYTHROUGH SIMULATION 

The Table provides a unique 
tool to visualize internal cavities 
throughout a real cadaver. The 
Table links 3D gross anatomy to 
laparoscopic internal views within 
cavities of the body. With this tool, 
users can simulate procedures 
through the respiratory tract, 
gastrointestinal tract, and chambers 
of the heart. 
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RADIOLOGY WORKSTATION

The Table functions as a complete 
radiology workstation and loads 
DICOM data such as CT and MRI 
scans. The Table integrates with 
PACS for clinicians to load images 
as 2D radiological slices and 3D 
reconstructions. Whether using 
the library images or your own 
medical scans, the Table delivers 
full 3D anatomy. 

DIAGNOSTIC TOOL

The Table is an FDA Cleared 
diagnostic tool designed to render 
patients scans in 3D and enable 
physicians to assess the patient. 
With the Table's numerous 
dissection tools, physicians can 
virtually dissect patients and isolate 
afflicted areas to render a more 
accurate decision for treatment. 

GROUP & SELF ASSESSMENTS

Instructors can create material for 
quizzes and practicals on the Table. 
The Table comes equipped with a 
Quiz Mode that enables teachers 
with an advanced tool for student 
assessments and collaboration 
through the use of flashcards 
or a more traditional anatomy 
identification exam. Instructors 
can export results directly from a 
student roster for analysis. 

ORIGINS & INSERTIONS

The Table provides in-depth details 
for origin and insertion points on 
skeletal bones. Origin and insertion 
surfaces can be highlighted on every 
cadaver to represent the relationship 
between the skeletal and muscle 
systems. Bone landmarks can be 
annotated and identified. 

FLASHCARDS 1/20

R 3rd Rib

Skip Confirm

x
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DIGITAL ANATOMY LIBRARY

CLINICAL CASES

The Digital Anatomy Library offers over 1,300 clinical 
cases with a variety of visualization options and includes 
data from vertebrate anatomy and embryology. The 
Table includes scans of rare cases such as abdominal 
ectopic pregnancy, brain aneurysm, and conjoined 
twins. Students have the opportunity to view conditions 
that range from various bone fractures, medical 
implants, gunshot wounds, and more. 

DIVERSE COLLECTION

For each case, users can access the original scan data, 
3D image, and medical case notes. The library includes 
4D scans where users can view movement such as 
beating hearts and respiration in real time. The library 
allows students to make the connection between 
2D cross-sectional scan data, 3D anatomy, and 4D 
visualization. The variety of  clinical cases ensures that 
students gain exposure to a wide range of pathologies. 
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EMBRYOLOGY CONTENTS

The clinical case library contains vivid embryology 
content in 3D and 4D for instructors to teach human 
embryology. Students can view 3D embryo scans to 
visualize stages of human development in extreme 
detail. The library includes scans spanning Carnegie 
stages 13-23 or 28-56 days. Additionally, there is a scan 
of a 26 week old fetus, along with cases of a fetal brain 
cyst, umbilical cord cyst, and Dandy Walker syndrome.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The digital library offers comparative study cases 
with synchronized dissections of multiple cases. 
Three related cases can be viewed by the user 
simultaneously. Users can also create their own cases 
to review pre- and post-surgical scans, congenital 
comparisons, and cross-species evaluations. Viewing 
side-by-side case comparisons gives students a 
comprehensive visualization tool to study and review 
comparative anatomy.

VETERINARY CASES

Included in the Digital Library are full-body cat, dog, 
and mouse cadavers as well as over 150 other CT 
scans from various species and breeds. The full-body 
cat and dog have been fully segmented based on real 
tissue data so users can toggle individual structures on 
and off. Additionally, there are numerous CT scans of 
horses, gorillas, alligators, and even invertebrates such 
as earthworms and centipedes.

“The ability to view a large variety of CT and MRI scans is unique and infinitely useful.... Anatomy courses including 
identification of structures seen in cross sectional anatomy, x-ray, CT or MRI slice data, pathologies or abnormalities, 
anatomical variations, fractures, or cardiovascular conditions or diseases will find the Table an excellent method to 
both instruct and test students in these regards.” 

– W. Paul Brown, DDS, FICD, FACD 
Stanford University, Division of Clinical Anatomy“
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THE ANATOMAGE CURRICULUM

The Anatomage Curriculum features an intuitive interface for instructors to cover human anatomy by region and 
by  system. Instructors can access a PDF file to be distributed to students and used to easily locate any anatomical 
region. Teach comparative, clinical anatomy using real patient data with annotated, relevantly displayed scans from 
the Table's library. The Curriculum is designed to make the integration of the Table into your classroom as efficient 
as possible.

CLASSROOM INTEGRATION

With the Table’s built-in quiz mode, instructors 
can drop pins and create testing material for lab 
practicals, assignments, and examinations. The 
Table’s video out functions ensures that it can be 
utilized in lecture halls through the connection 
to projectors, or in small groups with multiple 
external monitors. 

DRIVE STUDENT COLLABORATION

Present customized lectures with, or give students 
the opportunity to, explore and lead discussions. 
Students can form small groups to collaborate 
while answering questions and take quizzes using 
pre-loaded cases. They also have the opportunity 
to discuss comparisons between normal and 
abnormal pathologies side-by-side.

BUILDING YOUR CURRICULUM
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HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS

Product Dimensions Length: 87” (221 cm)

Height: 33” (83 cm)

Width: 28” (71 cm)

Weight 300 lbs (136 kg)

Display Size 84” (213 cm)

Power Supply AC 100-250V, 
50/60 Hz, 10A

Input/Output RJ45
HDMI (x2)
USB (x3)

CLASSIC

Product Dimensions Length: 85” (216 cm) Length: 55” (140 cm)

Height: 33.5” (85 cm) Height: 86” (218 cm)

Width 34” (87 cm) Width 34” (87 cm)

Weight 400 lbs (182 kg)

Display Size 84” (213 cm)

Power Supply AC 110–250 V, 
50/60 Hz, 10A

Input/Output RJ45
HDMI (x2)
USB (x3)

CONVERTIBLE
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WORLDWIDE INNOVATION
ANATOMAGE COMMUNITY

When you purchase an Anatomage Table you not 
only get all the high quality contents developed 
by Anatomage, but you are also part of a global 
community of educators and researchers who have 
already spent time developing their own content and 
ideas on how best to incorporate the Table into a wide 
range of curricula and disciplines.

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION

The Anatomage Table is used globally. Headquartered 
in California, Anatomage has offices in Italy and Korea 
to better serve our customers abroad. We have an 
extensive network of international distributors, a list 
of which can be found on our website, to offer timely 
service and support. Sales to countries where we have 
not found a representative that meets our standards 
are handled directly by us—we provide shipping, 
training, and support.

With hundreds of Tables sold worldwide, Table users 
can enjoy informative annual users group meetings 
and developmental programs on an international 
scale to help ensure that the Table meets their needs. 
Anatomage is committed to cutting edge technology 
supported by an excellent team with the drive to 
ensure that the Table is not just a product, but rather a 
community of users.

PREMIER CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Members of the Anatomage Table community can 
connect with our team of application engineers and 
specialists for full support of the product. The team 
is available to assist in creating content, answering 
questions and providing support for the Table. 
Anatomage is dedicated to helping you and your 
institution integrate the Table to its fullest extent. 
The team is always eager and available to provide 
assistance. 
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COMPLETE EDUCATIONAL PLATFORM

The Anatomage Table's powerful content creation tools 
and demonstration capabilities give users a complete 
platform for medical education. Numerous institutions 
such as medical universities, undergraduate programs, 
and school districts use the Table as a complete lab 
alternative. The Table serves as a valuable tool for 
clinical planning and patient consultation. 

Clinicians and medical students can accurately visualize 
internal and surface anatomy in 3D for clinical training. 
The Table's ability to import scans and integrate with 
PACS allows for clinicians to work with patient data and 
learn from real clinical scenarios. Additionally, patients 
can be effectively informed of their condition with a 3D 
visual consultation on the Table.

MEDICAL PROCEDURAL 
TRAINING

ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL 
PLATFORM

RADIOLOGICAL IMAGING 
WORKSTATION

CLINICAL PLANNING & 
TRAINING

COMPLETE LAB 
ALTERNATIVE

PATIENT CONSULTATION & 
EDUCATION
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ABOUT ANATOMAGE

For over 13 years, Anatomage has been a leading medical device company driving innovation in the healthcare 
industry. Anatomage's advanced solutions are being used in tens of thousands of clinics, hospitals, and 
other institutions in the US and internationally. Our products include medical tables, image-guided surgical 
devices, surgical instruments, radiology software, and imaging equipment.

Anatomage products are developed, designed, and manufactured following strict FDA guidelines for 
medical devices. Anatomage continues to establish exclusive partnerships with renowned educational 
institutions and medical equipment companies. Our cutting-edge and unique products have been featured 
numerous times in journals, publications, and the media, including: TED Talks, BBC, CBC, Japanese Fuji TV, 
and PBS.

Located at the heart of Silicon Valley, Anatomage is a fast-growing company that continues to thrive in a 
place where technology is ingrained in the culture. The company encourages the building of a diverse and 
positive culture and recruits top talent. Anatomage's work environment is defined by our highly talented 
biologists, medical specialists, and engineers who strive to create high-tech products that continue to 
push industry standards. Anatomage maintains strong ties with world-leading instructors and researchers 
by building successful partnerships at prominent institutions.

With our revolutionary family of products, we aspire to advance medical education and improve patient 
care throughout the healthcare industry.
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Offering an accurate representation of real human anatomy, Anatomage eBook provides visually stimu-
lating study guides that help students achieve effective learning of complicated Anatomy and Physiology 
concepts.

Utilizing vivid images and intuitive descriptions, Anatomage eBook visually walks users through major 
anatomy and physiology concepts for each of the 12 human body systems in 25 chapters. 

With its interactive user interface and photorealistic human anatomy illustration, Anatomage eBook is a 
high-performing learning tool that allows for -

Engage
Visually representing real human anatomy and 
physiology with interactive images, Anatomage eBook 
delivers a unique approach to increase student 
engagement of the subject. The eBook allows students 
to directly engage with each of the images through 
various controls. From rotating cadaveric models 
to clicking at the anatomical structures to reveal its 
information, students have the ability to study and 
review the learning concepts autonomously. 

Explore
As an interactive, dynamic web-based textbook, 
Anatomage eBook enables students to explore the 
diversity of the human body and its functions through 
visually guiding them to each of 12 body systems. 
Given its user-friendly navigation, students can actively 
control their learning activities. For example, students 
can use the Drawing Tool functionality to directly 
make notes on the images.

Explain
Anatomage eBook provides both visual and textual 
explanations to each of the anatomy and physiology 
concepts in the most condensed yet accurate manner. 
Through a combination of interactive anatomy images 
and compelling descriptions, the eBook is able to 
visually explain the complicated anatomical and 
physiological concepts. 

Elaborate
Each anatomy and physiology concept is furthered 
and elaborated with medically accurate details using 
our Anatomage Table’s real anatomy contents. With 
its outstanding visuals and interactivity, students 
can utilize the Anatomage eBook as self-learning 
materials to study on their own or join the small-group 
discussions to help elaborate the subjects with their 
peers. 

Evaluate
Student learning outcomes can be effectively 
monitored and evaluated with Anatomage eBook. 
Questions and quizzes are also available for students 
to complete at the end of every chapter. In addition 
to quizzes, students can evaluate their own learning 
through different assessment activities from the 
Anatomage eBook. 

• Learning with photo-realistic real human anatomy
• Revolutionary highly engaging interactive self-learning
• Access the contents from anywhere with a web browser
• Clear visibility of student engagements and assessments

True Human 
Cadaver Experience



Features
Web-based Navigation
As a web-based platform, Anatomage eBook enables online 
access to the real human anatomy contents anywhere, 
anytime. The navigation can be done in different ways. From 
scrolling to tapping on the screen to using the keyboard, users 
can interact with the content and model easily. 

With its instant accessibility, the Anatomage eBook can help 
reduce textbook costs. In addition, it’s an amazingly convenient 
learning tool for students who want to review and study 
anatomy and physiology concepts after class.

Actively Engages Students
A highly visual and interactive learning platform, Anatomage 
eBook makes it possible for students to memorize challenging 
anatomy and physiology concepts through visualization and 
hands-on interaction. Students can interact directly with the 
anatomical structures in various ways, from rotating for a 
better view to clicking to reveal annotations.

Each medical concept is explained with a set of stunningly 
impressive images that feature the related anatomical parts 
and structures. Every image is accompanied by educational 
texts that expand on the topic. By visualizing and interacting 
with the anatomical terminology, students can memorize and 
understand the terms better.

Student Assessments
Learning objectives can be assessed for each anatomy and physiology 
concept. Questions and quizzes are also available to be completed at the 
end of every chapter. Students can explore a variety of interactive learning 
and assessment activities from the Anatomage eBook. 

For example, students will get to engage with a 3D cadaver to locate a 
body part. Or in another way, they will be asked to rotate a piece of bone 
to identify its structure. Given its interactivity, Anatomage eBook supplies 
an interesting source of study guides for Anatomy and Physiology, 
improving student learning motivation.

Real Human Anatomy
The contents and images from the Anatomage eBook are 
derived from the real human cadavers on the Anatomage 
Table. The 3D visualization platform allows students to 
holistically visualize the diversity of human systems. Through 
accurately depicting real human anatomy, students are able to 
learn with high-quality anatomical details of the human body.



A Unique Online Learning Tool
For the first time, students have the opportunity to learn with a digital textbook that is developed from real 
human anatomy. We are proud to say that our product offers premium quality anatomy and physiology 
educational guides to high school and college levels that other companies in the same industry can’t. 

In the current market, other online anatomy textbooks are based on artificial models - which hinders students 
from studying with real human anatomy contents. Unlike Anatomage eBook, many digital textbooks don’t 
enable a full 3D, interactive experience with detailed explanations for anatomy concepts. Video-based 
anatomy resources are also ineffective as they can cause distractions for students. For other standard web 
pages, medical concepts are not fully supported by interactive illustrations.

Bringing it all together, Anatomage eBook is an ideal alternative for Anatomy and Physiology students who 
want to pursue their career in medical professions. Not only does it provide real human anatomy content, but 
it also serves as an interactive learning platform that can boost student engagement. 

For more information, please visit anatomage.com/anatomage-ebook 

303 Almaden Blvd #700, San Jose, CA 95110   |   Phone (408) 885–1474  ext. 2  |   Fax (408) 295–9786
 info@anatomage.com   |   www.anatomage.com
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Longtime athletic trainer brings experience, knowledge to
Hershey High School
By Job Vigil

Aug 20, 2020

Doug Long works with a student. Long has been a familiar face along the sidelines and court-sides of area schools, is now taking

his knowledge to Hershey Schools to teach science classes. Long has a Ph.D. in health education from the University of

Nebraska-Lincoln and has worked as a physical trainer for Great Plains Health for the past 31 years. Not only is he going to

teach, he is also the trainer for Hershey schools working with athletes as they prepare for football season.

Job Vigil / The North Platte Telegraph

HERSHEY — You might have seen Doug Long walking the sidelines or court-side at local high
school sporting events, taking care of injured athletes, for the past 31 years.

https://nptelegraph.com/users/profile/Job%20Vigil


He was born and raised in North Platte just about one mile north of the airport. After graduating
from high school, Long went to Chadron State College, where he got his bachelor’s degree in
non-teaching physical education. From there, he earned his master’s and then went to the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln for his doctorate in health education.

“A lot of people see me running along the sidelines or courts with a bottle of water,” Long said.
“What they don’t see is all the work I’ve done before the game taping and getting the kids ready
to play.”

Long hopes to bring his knowledge and experience to Hershey Public Schools and open options
for students who might be interested in the physical trainer field. He will teach the science
classes — anatomy and physiology, genetics — and will work with the health careers class as



well as with medical terminology.

The school has added two athletic training classes as well, Long said. One class, Foundations of
Athletic Training, could be taken through Mid-Plains Community College for dual credit. The
other is an athletic training practicum in which students can “work in the training room to figure
out if this is really what they want to do,” Long said.

Long began his career as one of the first athletic trainers for Great Plains Health.

“When I first came to town, Max Beyersdorf hired me to start the clinical athletic training
thing,” Long said. “Outside of the Omaha-Lincoln metro area, nobody was doing it, so Max had
the vision to start the program and hired me from Chadron State, where I’d been for four years.”

The program started with Long doing part-time work and it has grown to seven or eight full-
time therapists and an orthopedist.

“Max was the North Platte physical therapy pioneer,” Long said. “He started practice in 1961.”

With Long’s undergrad major in education, it’s not a big stretch for him to return to education.

“I’ve taught classes at the college for 20 years, so it wasn’t a real big stretch for me to do that,”
Long said. “When Amy Beyer announced she was retiring, I just said off-handed to (Principal)
Jeff Steinbeck, ‘I could teach those classes.’ He looked at me and said, ‘Would you think about
it?’

“They did a good job recruiting me and talking me into it,” Long said. “I decided it was an OK
time to make a change.”



Job Vigil
Reporter

I am a Colorado native and have been at the Telegraph for 18-plus years, including a 10-year stint as managing editor; my

interests are in feature writing that focuses on people.

Long has set some goals for the program.

“We want to get the HOSA group developed — it’s the Health Occupation Students
Association,” Long said. “They have state and national competitions where kids go in and they
have contests on terms and anatomy and techniques and all that kind of thing.”

The purpose is to give Hershey students an opportunity to explore health careers.

“A lot of kids think they want to go into medicine and then when they figure out what the
medicine is really like, then it’s like, ‘Oh, maybe not,’” Long said. “But there are definitely
some good aspects in medicine, and there are also some drawbacks.

“That’s what we’re hoping to give them, some experience seeing the good side and the work
side as well.”

Long said Hershey schools administration has been very supportive with start-up costs and
getting equipment.

https://nptelegraph.com/users/profile/Job%20Vigil
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